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a b s t r a c t 

Solute segregation to individual grain boundaries is used by design to produce strong and stable 

nanocrystalline metallic alloys. Grain-boundary segregation, however, is known to cause adverse embrit- 

tlement effects from a strain-localization failure mechanism that imposes significant material limitations 

for structural applications. Here, using atomistic simulations, it is discovered that heterogeneous Ni segre- 

gation in nanocrystalline Ni-mixed Ag alloys dramatically shuts down localized shear bands during plas- 

tic deformation, while simultaneously increasing the tensile strength. Nanocrystalline Cu-mixed Ag met- 

als are predicted to exhibit standard homogeneous Cu segregation and a tensile strength that saturates 

above a solute concentration of 8 at.% due to glass-like shear localization induced by grain boundaries. 

By contrast, it is found that heterogeneous Ni segregation in nanocrystalline Ag-Ni alloys forms solute- 

rich clusters along interfaces leading to strain delocalization at high strain and continuous strengthening 

at high solute concentrations up to 15 at.%. This study reveals the importance of heterogeneous versus 

homogeneous segregation behaviors on strain localization and points to a fundamentally new strategy to 

design failure-resistant nanostructured materials through grain boundary segregation engineering. 

© 2020 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

A reduction of grain size into the nanometer range is known to

ramatically increase the yield strength of materials [1–3] , called

he Hall-Petch strengthening effect. However, grain-boundary (GB)

trengthening ceases at extremely fine grain sizes as the underly-

ng deformation mechanism transitions from dislocation-based to

B-dominated plasticity [4–8] and glass-like deformation [9] . GB

olute segregation has proven to be an efficient strategy to re-

uce GB-mediated plastic deformation [10–13] and therefore holds

romise to achieve continuous metal hardening up to the small-

st grain size. Recently, Hu et al. [14] have demonstrated that

o segregation stabilized GBs in nanocrystalline Ni-Mo alloys at

igh Mo concentration, associated with a resurgence of Hall-Petch

trengthening at grain sizes below 10 nm. Transmission electron

icroscopy of the smallest grains provided direct experimental ev-

dence for a pronounced shift from GB plasticity to intragranular

lanar slip bands with increased Mo segregation. 
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail address: frederic.sansoz@uvm.edu (F. Sansoz). 
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Current literature suggests two categories of solute segregation

ehavior at GBs. The first is homogeneous segregation, where solute

toms are distributed uniformly along the interfaces at all concen-

rations, with GB segregation of Zr in Cu [15] , W in Ni [16, 17] and

u in Ag [13, 18] as representative examples. The second is hetero-

eneous segregation, a unique behavior where solute atoms cluster

long some GB regions, whereas other regions are left solute-free.

his phenomenon was recently found in GB segregation of Ta in Cu

19] , Au in Pt [20, 21] and Ni in Ag [22] . Yet most investigations of

echanical properties have been focused on nanocrystalline alloys

overned exclusively by homogeneous segregation. 

Furthermore, theory and simulations speculate that the poten-

ial of segregating elements to either weaken or strengthen in-

ividual GBs governs the type of embrittlement mechanism in

anocrystalline alloys [23] . In the case of a GB embrittling element,

 study in nanocrystalline Pt metals has found that GB segregation

f 10 at.% Au alloying element promoted brittle-like behavior and

ast cracking [24] . Surprisingly, however, the study revealed that a

maller concentration of 5 at.% Au made it possible for the alloy

o recover some ductility at the same grain size from crack arrest

t triple junctions, due to heterogeneous GB segregation. In con-

rast, the deterioration of toughness and ductility in pure metals

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2020.08.074
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/actamat
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.actamat.2020.08.074&domain=pdf
mailto:frederic.sansoz@uvm.edu
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2020.08.074
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with uniform nanosized grains is more generally associated with

strain localization leading to catastrophic failure from shear band-

ing [25–34] . In nanocrystalline alloys containing GB strengthening

elements, such as Ag-Cu alloys [35] and Al 85 Ni 10 Ce 5 alloy [36] ,

strong shear localization was found after the onset of plasticity

induced by indentation. Remarkably, Balbus et al. [36] have ob-

served a reduction of shear localization and increase in strength

that resulted from GB segregation of Ni and Ce solutes after low-

temperature annealing, which led to the formation of an amor-

phous phase along the interfaces. So far, however, the incidence of

heterogeneous solute segregation on shear localization and shear-

band formation remained unknown. 

The present study reveals several fundamental differences in

GB segregation strengthening between nanocrystalline Ag-Cu and

Ag-Ni alloys, studied by hybrid Monte Carlo (MC) and molecu-

lar dynamics (MD) simulations. Nanocrystalline Ag-Ni alloys are of

special interest because recent theoretical models [22] predicted

that GB segregation in Ag containing small Ni concentrations ( ≤ 2

at%) is intrinsically heterogeneous. Our atomistic simulations show

that both Cu and Ni segregations significantly improve strength

in nanocrystalline Ag, but the dependence on solute concentra-

tion is markedly different. The strengthening effect of homoge-

neous Cu segregation saturates as Cu concentration increases due

to nucleation and propagation of strain-localized shear bands. On

the contrary, heterogeneous Ni segregation suppresses the strain

localization at high strain, which helps in maintaining continu-

ous strengthening with increasing solute concentration. Atomistic

simulations and a new mechanistic theory are used to show how

Ni-rich clusters along interfaces can suppress GB-localized shear

bands. The present study demonstrates the striking merit of het-

erogeneous GB segregation as a fundamentally new mechanism

for concomitantly strengthening and toughening nanocrystalline

alloys. 

2. Simulation methods 

Hybrid MC/MD simulations were performed with the software

LAMMPS [37] using an embedded-atom method potential for Ag-

Cu alloys [38] and a newly developed Finnis-Sinclair interatomic

potential for Ag-Ni alloys developed in our previous work [22] .

Both potentials were fitted on extensive ab-initio databases; how-

ever, values for Ni segregation energy and Ni-Ni dipole formation

at GBs were only included in the later. A nanocrystalline atom-

istic model was constructed by the Voronoi tessellation method

in a 30 × 30 × 30 nm 

3 cubic box with periodic boundary con-

ditions applied in all three spatial directions. Because nanocrys-

talline Ag easily forms a high density of twin boundaries due to its

low stacking-fault energy [18] , we added parallel twin boundaries

with a constant spacing of 2.8 nm in each grain. The experimen-

tal study of Ke et al. [18] has found that a transition from classical

dislocation-based Hall-Petch strengthening to GB-stress controlled

plasticity occurred at twin spacings below 8 nm in Ag polycrystals

of 45 nm in average grain diameter, or a ratio of twin size over

grain diameter of ~0.15. By extrapolating this result to the simu-

lated 6-nm grain size, the TB spacing threshold becomes 1.4 nm

in Ag. Therefore, we chose a TB spacing of 2.8 nm to be close to

this transition without annihilating the dislocation-based plasticity

mechanisms. 

The potential energy of the as-constructed model was mini-

mized to its local minimum value by conjugate-gradient algorithm.

Then the model was well equilibrated by being relaxed at 450 K

for 100 ps, cooled to 300 K in 50 ps, and held at 300 K for

another 50 ps, with a Nose-Hoover thermostat and a Parrinello-

Rahman barostat kept under zero pressure. Finally, the model was

equilibrated further at 500 K (which is close to the annealing

temperature of Cu-segregated nanocrystalline-nanotwinned Ag in
 previous study [18] ) under zero pressure for 50 ps to prepare

or the subsequent MC doping process. The timestep was 2 fs.

ig. 1 a shows the equilibrated structure containing 46 grains (av-

rage grain size of ~6 nm) and ~1,60 0,0 0 0 atoms, as colored by

daptive common neighbor analysis (CNA) [39] in the visualization

oftware OVITO [40] . Furthermore, the model was doped every 100

D steps with either Cu or Ni atoms by MC method in a variance-

onstrained semigrand canonical ensemble [41] . The global com-

osition of solute atoms was fixed to different concentrations up

o 15 at.% in small increments by adjusting the initial chemical

otential difference [42] . The simulations were found to converge

o equilibrium after 1 million steps, since additional simulation

teps led to negligible structural and chemical changes. Before ten-

ile deformation, the doped models were quenched from 500 K

o 300 K for 100 ps and then kept at 300 K for another 100 ps

t zero pressure with a Nose-Hoover thermostat and a Parrinello-

ahman barostat. The uniaxial tensile deformation was simulated

y stretching the domain in the X direction at a strain rate of

0 8 s -1 and a constant temperature of 300 K while maintaining

ero pressure in Y and Z directions. 

. Results 

.1. Homogeneous versus heterogeneous solute segregations 

It is found from Fig. 1 b that, at a concentration of 8 at.% Cu,

he majority of Cu atoms are distributed uniformly along GBs with

ome solute remaining inside the grains. This result points to ho-

ogeneous segregation at equilibrium. By contrast, at the same

oncentration of Ni solute, Fig. 1 c reveals that all Ni atoms are

egregated into GBs, but some GBs are more slightly segregated

han others and most Ni atoms have formed Ni-rich clusters in

he GB network. Fig. 1 d and Supplementary Material Movie S1

resent the three-dimensional distribution of Ni-rich clusters in

he simulation box, in which each cluster is defined as a group

f atoms containing more than one hundred continuously bonded

i atoms (within a cutoff distance of 3 Å) and their closest atom

eighbors. They confirm that the segregation of Ni solute into Ag

Bs is strongly heterogeneous. For homogeneous Cu segregation,

his method finds no apparent cluster because Cu atoms are either

onded in small groups of 2–3 atoms or isolated. 

Furthermore, in Fig. 2 , we quantitatively analyzed the fraction

nd chemistry of the GB network, as a function of global so-

ute concentration, for the two nanocrystalline alloys. First, Fig. 2 a

hows that the GB atom fraction increases identically with both Cu

nd Ni additions. Second, Fig. 2 b indicates that in nanocrystalline

g-Ni alloys, the GBs attain a high fraction of Ni-rich clusters that

lso increases with increasing Ni composition, whereas no Cu clus-

er exists in Ag-Cu alloys at all concentrations. Here, the fraction of

olute-rich clusters was determined as the total number of cluster

toms divided by the total number of atoms in the sample. Third,

e computed the GB solute concentration from the ratio of solute

toms globally segregated to the GB network over the total number

f GB atoms. A caveat in this analysis is that GB solute concentra-

ions in nanocrystalline Ag-Ni alloys excluded the atoms present

n Ni-rich clusters, to accurately compare the local chemistries in-

ide individual GBs after Cu and Ni segregations. Interestingly, due

o the formation of Ni clusters, Fig. 2 c shows that the Ni solute

oncentration at GBs forms a plateau at 5 at.% composition and

ecomes significantly smaller than the GB solute concentration in

anocrystalline Ag-Cu alloys. These results suggest that the differ-

nce in plasticity mechanisms resulting from homogeneous versus

eterogeneous solute segregations could be strongly dependent on

he fraction and solute concentration of GBs, as well as the fraction

f solute-rich clusters. 
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Fig. 1. Equilibrium configurations of nanostructured metals in (a) pure Ag, (b) Ag alloy with homogeneous Cu segregation, and (c) Ag alloy with heterogeneous Ni segre- 

gation. Atoms with face-centered cubic (FCC), hexagonal close-packed (HCP), and other crystal arrangements are colored in green, red and white colors, respectively. Solute 

atoms (Cu or Ni) are highlighted in dark blue. (d) Three-dimensional rendering of the distribution of Ni-rich clusters formed at a content of 8 at.% Ni, with atoms colored 

according to the Y coordinates. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 2. Grain-boundary (GB) analysis of the polycrystal model in Fig. 1 as a function of total solute concentration (Cu vs. Ni segregations). (a) Total fraction of GB atoms. (b) 

Fraction of solute-rich cluster atoms. (c) GB solute concentration. 
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Fig. 3. Simulated tensile stress-strain curves of (a) Cu-segregated nanocrystalline Ag and (b) Ni-segregated nanocrystalline Ag. (c) Normalized flow stress as a function of 

solute composition, showing that Cu-segregation strengthening reaches a stress maximum while Ni strengthening shows no saturation with composition up to 15 at.%. 
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3.2. Solute-segregation dependence on tensile strength 

The simulated stress-strain curves represented in Figs. 3 a and

3 b show more than 180% increase in tensile strength by adding 15

at.% concentrations of Cu and Ni solutes, respectively, compared to

that of pure nanocrystalline Ag. GB plasticity rapidly dominates the

deformation in pure Ag (Supplementary Materials Fig. S1). The ap-

parent solute strengthening up to 15 at.% is associated with a pro-

nounced elimination of GB plasticity from the segregation of Cu

(Supplementary Materials Fig. S2) and Ni (Supplementary Materi-

als Fig. S3) along interfaces. This result agrees with past atomistic

simulation studies on the effects of solute segregation on plastic

yielding with GB strengthening elements [13, 18, 43] . 

It is worth noting that Figs. 3 a and 3 b show stress-strain curves

predicted from two different interatomic potentials. Although the

two curves obtained for pure Ag resemble each other, the associ-

ated plastic flow stresses predicted are noticeably higher from the

Ag-Cu potential than the Ag-Ni potential. Therefore, to maintain

consistency, we studied the normalized flow stress as a function

of solute composition in Fig. 3 c where normalized flow stress is

defined as the stress average between 7% and 10% tensile strain

divided by the average flow stress of pure Ag in this range. Quan-

titative analysis of normalized flow stresses, as a function of solute

concentration, suggests a fundamental difference in strengthening

behavior between Cu and Ni solutes. Results in Fig. 3 c show a rapid

increase in plastic flow stresses reaching a maximum at a global

concentration of 8 at.% in Cu. In marked contrast, the plastic flow

stress increases continuously with Ni solute concentration, without

saturation for the studied range of Ni compositions up to 15 at.%.

In other words, our atomistic simulations provide direct numerical

evidence that homogeneous segregation and heterogeneous segre-

gation give rise to fundamentally different mechanical behaviors

in nanocrystalline Ag containing GB-segregated strengthening ele-

ments. 

3.3. Shear-localization and delocalization mechanisms 

To further demonstrate that Cu segregation and Ni segregation

impact the mechanical behavior differently, the local atomic shear

strains in pure Ag, Cu-segregated Ag, and Ni-segregated Ag, after

a total of 10% applied deformation are computed in Fig. 4 . Here,

the atomic shear strain is in fact the von Mises shear strain de-

fined based on the six strain components of each atom. The strain

components of an atom were calculated from the relative motion

of its neighbors between the current configuration and the config-
ration right before deformation. Therefore, the calculated atomic

hear strain measures the local deformation around each atom re-

ulted from the global tensile deformation, regardless of the atom

osition (in GBs or crystalline lattices). Fig. 4 a shows that a lo-

alized shear band running through the sample is formed in Cu-

egregated nanocrystalline Ag by a combination of GB sliding and

ntragranular crystal slip. On the contrary, no shear band appears

o run through the Ni-segregated model after 10% deformation in

ig. 4 b. 

Furthermore, Fig. 5 and Movie S2 represent the reduced shear

train in the XZ plane with strain in each bin averaged through-

ut the Y direction. A diffused shear band is predicted for the

wo models in pure Ag indicating that, despite small differences in

ow stress, the potentials used predict identical plastic deforma-

ion mechanisms after plastic yielding. Fig. 5 a shows that the lo-

al shear strain distribution changes gradually to strain-localization

hen increasing the Cu solute concentration up to 15 at.%, which

uggests strong segregation-induced shear banding through the Y

irection. Surprisingly, however, an opposite trend is found for the

egregation of Ni solute in nanocrystalline Ag. At a global compo-

ition of 4 at.% Ni, Fig. 5 b shows that the initial shear band is still

isible like that observed with 4 at.% Cu. However, it is evidenced

n the same figure that the shear band disappears completely at

lobal Ni compositions of 8 at.% or higher. Also, Fig. 5 b shows the

educed shear strain map in the XY plane with strain in each bin

veraged throughout the Z direction, clearly demonstrating that

o localized shear band has formed in the other direction either.

he strongest evidence of strain delocalization in nanocrystalline

g with 15 at.% Ni, which is totally absent in the Cu-segregated

ounterpart, is dynamically displayed in Supplementary Materials

ovie S2. 

The atomic-scale mechanism responsible for strain delocaliza-

ion in materials with heterogeneous solute segregation is ad-

ressed in Fig. 6 . In Fig. 6 a, GB plasticity in Cu-segregated

anocrystalline Ag is shown to initiate shear banding where max-

mum shear deformation occurs along GBs making a ~45 ° angle

ith the tensile loading direction, as indicated by arrows 1–3. In

i-segregated nanocrystalline Ag, however, the interface strength-

ning induced by Ni clustering plays an increasingly important

ole as Ni concentration increases, because Ni clusters have ex-

remely low shear strain compared to other regions, as highlighted

y arrows 4–5 in Fig. 6 b. In addition, the local shear deformation

ormed along GBs stops on these clusters, as shown by arrows 6–7,

hereby limiting the formation of an extended shear band like that

n Cu-segregated nanocrystalline Ag. Furthermore, despite a small
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Fig. 4. Atomic von-Mises shear strain calculations at a tensile strain of 10% inside (a) Cu-segregated nanocrystalline Ag and (b) Ni-segregated nanocrystalline Ag, demon- 

strating that a shear band tends to form preferentially in Cu-segregated materials, which is absent in Ni-segregated ones at large applied strains. 
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rain size of 6 nm and a volume fraction of GB atoms estimated to

e ~30%, we find that TBs and dislocations contribute to plasticity

n our models. Based on Figs. 4 and 6 , however, dislocation-based

lasticity did not seem to be influenced by the type of solute, be-

ause most solutes are segregated to GBs. Therefore, our atom-

stic simulations strongly suggest that Ni clustering at triple junc-

ions and interfaces leads to strain delocalization and sustained

trengthening with increasing Ni concentration. 

Geometric effects play a key role in the suppression of strain

ocalization with Ni segregation, whereas GB chemistry effects on

trength are more predominant in homogeneous segregation (Cu)

han in heterogeneous segregation (Ni). For example, as shown

n Fig. 5 b, at Ni concentration of 4 at.%, a global shear band is

till observed. It is only when the size of Ni-rich clusters is large

nough that the shear localization is suppressed and strength in-

reases. On the contrary, strength level saturates, and shear local-

zation increases in the case of Ag-Cu alloys, because the GB solute

oncentration increases much faster than in Ag-Ni alloys ( Fig. 2 c).

herefore, this analysis requires us to quantify how the GB shear

trength evolves with GB or shear-band length (geometric effect)

nd GB solute concentration (chemistry effect), as addressed inde-

endently in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 , respectively. 

.4. Relationship between maximum GB shear strength and 

hear-band length 

We have numerically studied how the maximum GB shear

trength varies with the GB length, or the longest possible shear

and length along GBs, denoted as L in the following, by perform-

ng a series of atomistic simulations of shearing of a bicrystal as

hown in Fig. 7 a. In this model, we consider a GB interface of finite

ength L intersected by a crystalline phase at both ends, in order to

onfine the shear localization induced by GB sliding within the GB

ength. Ten models were created with different lengths L . Shear de-

ormation was applied to this configuration with the bottom region
xed, while the upper region was displaced at a constant velocity

ntil a total shear strain of 10% was reached. The velocity was cho-

en such that the shear strain rate of the deformed region was 10 8 

 

−1 . Free surface boundary conditions were applied in the verti-

al direction and periodic boundary conditions in other directions.

efore deformation, the model was equilibrated for 100 ps by MD

ith an NPT integration at a temperature of 300 K with zero pres-

ure in all directions with periodic boundary conditions. During

eformation, MD with an NVT integration at 300 K was performed

o equilibrate the atoms in the deformed region in response to the

pplied shear stress. Fig. 7 b shows that the maximum GB shear

trength obtained by pure shear deformation, denoted τGB , follows

 Hall-Petch-like relationship such as 

GB = τ c 
GB + 

k √ 

L 
(1) 

here τ c 
GB 

is a critical friction stress for sliding an infinitely long

B and k is a constant, both of which are dependent upon the GB

hemistry. 

.5. Relationship between maximum GB shear stress and GB solute 

oncentration 

From the solute-concentration dependence of flow stress sim-

lated in Fig. 3 c, it can be hypothesized that the maximum GB

hear strength is strongly dependent on local solute concentration.

o quantify this relationship, we carried out a series of atomistic

imulations to compute the maximum GB shear strength and GB

olute concentration, from another type of bicrystal as shown in

ig. 8 a. Free surface boundary conditions were applied in the verti-

al direction and periodic boundary conditions in other directions,

uch that the GB length simulated in the bicrystal was infinite and

nconstrained by crystal phases. Therefore, the shear band length

as kept constant, while the solute composition was varied, which
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Fig. 5. Reduced shear strain on the X-Z plane under tensile strain of 10% in (a) Cu-segregated nanocrystalline Ag and (b) Ni-segregated nanocrystalline Ag simulated by MD. 

The reduced strain map on the X-Y plane is also shown for Ni-segregated Ag. An increase in homogeneous Cu concentration promotes strain localization whereas increasing 

heterogeneous Ni segregation tends to suppress it. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article.) 

Fig. 6. Close-up atomistic snapshots of plastic deformation mechanisms under tensile strain of 10% and solute concentration of 15 at.% in (a) Cu-segregated nanocrystalline 

Ag and (b) Ni-segregated nanocrystalline Ag colored according to the common-neighbor analysis with solute atoms highlighted as dark blue (top) and local atomic shear 

strain (bottom). The strain is localized mostly inside Cu-segregated GBs marked as 1, 2 and 3 in (a), but is stopped by Ni-rich clusters marked as 4, 5, 6 and 7 in (b). (For 

interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 7. Relationship between maximum GB shear strength and GB length from MD simulation on bicrystal. (a) Atomistic model used. During the deformation, the bottom 

shaded part is fixed while the upper shaded part is displaced at a constant speed. (b) The maximum GB shear stress ( τ max ) as a function of length L. 

Fig. 8. Relationship between maximum GB shear strength and GB solute concentration in a bicrystal from MD simulation. (a) Atomistic model used. During the deformation, 

the bottom shaded part is fixed while the upper shaded part is displaced at a constant speed. The GB area is constant and periodic. (b) The maximum GB shear stress ( τ max ) 

as a function of GB solute composition. 
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as not possible to control in the nanograined simulations pre-

ented above. After equilibration with NPT integration at 300 K

nder zero pressure for 100 ps, the temperature was gradually in-

reased to 500 K in 50 ps and held at this temperature for 100 ps.

hen the sample was doped with the same MC technique used to

roduce the nanocrystalline alloy models, with the global compo-

ition increased up to 15 at.% Cu in small increments. This method

esulted in a GB solute concentration of Cu ranging from 5 at.% to

0 at.%, which was adequate in comparison to the GB solute con-

entrations predicted in the polycrystal model ( > 6 at.% Cu). The

oped bicrystal was quenched to 300 K and then deformed under

ure shear as described above. The maximum shear stress is plot-

ed against GB solute composition in Fig. 8 b. It is shown in this fig-

re that the change in GB shear strength relates linearly to the GB

olute concentration, C GB , within the range of compositions stud-

ed: 

τGB = βC GB (2) 

here β is a measure of the GB strength sensitivity to the GB so-

ute concentration, independent of the GB length. 

. Discussion 

.1. Shear-band strengthening theory for nanocrystalline metals 

The present study reveals that, when the solute concentra-

ion is increased, the onset of shear localization from homoge-

eous GB segregation significantly impedes segregation-induced

trengthening in nanocrystalline Ag-Cu alloys, whereas heteroge-

eous segregation in nanocrystalline Ag-Ni alloys gives rise to
train delocalization and continuous GB strengthening simultane-

usly. This competition between strain-localization softening and

B-segregation strengthening can be captured with a mechanistic

odel as follows. Our MD simulations suggest that the high frac-

ion of GBs in nanocrystalline Ag with a 6-nm grain size promotes

arger shear banding and localization than the plasticity mecha-

isms studied in nanocrystalline Ag with larger grain sizes and

maller GB fractions; see for example Ke et al. [18] . Furthermore,

ig. 2 a indicated that the GB atom fraction increases monotonically

ith an increase in either Cu or Ni concentrations, which is ex-

ected to accelerate strain localization. In fact, an increase in GB

raction facilitates shear band propagation because the shear strain

ath becomes more continuous through GBs. Apparently, this re-

ult agrees with the literature on plastic deformation of metallic

lass-crystal composites where it is found that deformation shear

ands propagate easily through the glassy phase and are blocked

y embedded crystals [44–46] . The glass-crystal composite model

or shear banding shows that strength relates linearly to the crys-

alline phase volume fraction. In nanocrystalline Ag-Ni alloys, how-

ver, the GBs contain a high fraction of Ni-rich clusters that also

ncreases with increasing Ni composition, as shown in Fig. 2 b,

hereas no cluster exists in Cu-segregated Ag alloys. The Ni clus-

ers are found to play an important geometric role in reducing the

ength of the shear band passing through GBs. As a result, the im-

act of GB fraction on shear band formation breaks down with het-

rogeneous Ni segregation. 

It should be noted that Voronoi tessellation does not always

enerate the most realistic grain structures, especially those result-

ng from grain growth. However, a study by Gruber et al. [47] has
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Fig. 9. Two-dimensional theoretical model of shear-band formation in nanocrystalline alloys with (a) homogeneous Cu segregation and (b) heterogeneous Ni segregation. 

Heterogeneous segregation is modeled by solute-rich clusters of equal size at each GB triple junction, showing how the shear-band length and shear strain path are shortened 

by these clusters. (c) Theoretical estimates based on the proposed model ( Eq. (8) ) for the normalized flow stress as a function of solute composition with Cu and Ni 

segregation behaviors. The two theoretical trends for Cu-segregated and Ni-segregated nanocrystalline Ag metals agree well with direct MD simulation results presented in 

Fig. 3 c. 
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shown little difference in the macroscopic mechanical response

between the NC structures generated with Voronoi tessellation

method and that with grain growth method. Although differences

exist in the resolved contribution to strain from different deforma-

tion mechanisms, this difference should not affect our conclusion

since Ag-Cu and Ag-Ni alloys all started from the same configura-

tion. 

In the proposed model, we assume that the flow strength of

nanocrystalline metals failing by localized shear bands is governed

by the longest shear band, or possible shear strain path, through

the glassy phase or GB region. For simplicity, we consider a two-

dimensional nanocrystalline configuration with hexagonal grains of

the same size, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 9 a. A linear shear-

band is assumed to develop inside the GB region between a group

of 4 grains. The path is mostly linear because of the small grain

size. Furthermore, as shown in Figs. 4 (a) and 5(a), tiny linear shear

bands that form at low Cu composition were found to gradually

converge to a global thin shear band which is still linear at high

Cu composition. For nanocrystalline metals studied in this work,

the length of the longest shear band, L , depends on grain size and

GB thickness. In our model, the shear-strain path inside the GB re-

gion extends between points A and C in Fig. 9 a and is blocked by

neighboring crystalline grains. The angle between the shear band

and the applied shear stress τ ( � CAB) is denoted as α, and the GB

volume fraction as f GB . Geometrically, we have 

f GB = 1 − ( a/ a 0 ) 
2 (3)

α = atan 

(
4 a − 3 a 0 √ 

3 a 0 

)
(4)

L = 

√ 

3 a 0 
2 cos α

+ 

2 

√ 

3 ( a 0 − a ) 

cos ( 60 

◦ − α) 
(5)
here a represents the actual crystal size and a 0 the standard

rain size assuming no GB thickness, as shown in Fig. 9 a. From

qs. (3) - (5) , the model predicts that increasing the GB fraction for

 fixed grain size a 0 decreases the values of both a and α, but in-

reases the shear-band length L , which is consistent with the ex-

erimental and computational results. Furthermore, the resolved

hear stress acting on the shear band (line AC) is expressed as 

AC = 

τ · AB · cos α − τ · BC · sin α

AC 
= τ ( cos α) 

2 − τ ( sin α) 
2 

= τ cos 2 α (6)

.2. Application to homogeneous solute segregation 

In the polycrystal model ( Fig. 9 ), it should be emphasized that

he geometric parameters α and L , material properties τ c 
GB 

and k

n Eq. (1) and shear-band strength τ AC in Eq. (6) should be altered

y the GB solute concentration, C GB . As a first-order approxima-

ion, however, we consider that the dependence of α and L on

 GB is negligible and that the primary effect of GB segregation is

n k and τ AC . This approximation satisfies the predictions from

q. (2) where the shear band length in the bicrystal was also con-

idered constant and independent of C GB . For nanocrystalline al-

oys, we therefore propose to divide the flow stress into two terms,

ith one term related to the polycrystal strength in the pure metal

nd the other to combined GB chemistry and geometric (shear lo-

alization) effects, such as: 

= σ0 + 

βC GB 

cos 2 α
√ 

L 
(7)

Here σ 0 is the flow stress of pure nanocrystalline Ag, the

hange of flow stress due to GB segregation is described by the

econd term of the equation. C GB remains the GB solute concen-

ration in the entire GB region, and β is the coefficient describing
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ow fast the flow stress increases with GB concentration. The nor-

alized flow stress is therefore 

σ

σ0 

= 1 + 

β

σ0 

(
C GB 

cos 2 α
√ 

L 

)
(8) 

Both parameters L and α are governed by the grain size a 0 and

he GB volume fraction f GB . For homogeneous Cu segregation in

anocrystalline Ag, both C GB and f GB were retrieved directly from

he polycrystal simulations as functions of global Cu concentration.

 GB and a 0 , in turn, were used to compute the crystal size a after

oping and the longest possible shear band L . 

The normalized flow stress estimated theoretically from

q. (8) is presented as a function of the global composition in

ig. 9 c. The theoretical estimate of normalized flow stresses in Ag-

u alloys with homogeneous Cu segregation yields a saturation

rend as a function of solute concentration, identical to that ob-

ained numerically by atomistic simulation in Fig. 3 c. This conclu-

ion therefore validates that the flow stress saturation predicted

n nanocrystalline Ag-Cu alloys is a salient feature of the com-

etition between GB-induced strain-localization softening and GB-

egregation strengthening. 

.3. Application to heterogeneous solute segregation 

For heterogeneous Ni segregation in Ag, Fig. 9 b, the Ni-rich

lusters formed inside the sample obstruct the shear band, and

hus shorten the possible length for shear localization. To keep our

odel simple, we assume that the Ni-rich clusters are all formed

ith a spherical shape of the same radius, r , at each triple junc-

ion of the GB network. The volume fraction of these clusters can

e expressed as 

f Cl = 

6 × 1 
2 

a 2 0 

√ 

3 
2 

6 × 1 
3 
π r 2 

= 

3 

√ 

3 a 2 0 

4 π r 2 
. (9) 

At low Ni composition, the clusters are too small to block the

hear strain path, as schematically illustrated in Supplementary

aterials Fig. S4. In this case, the length of the longest shear band

s still formulated with Eq. (5) . However, at high Ni composition,

hen the cluster is large enough to block the strain path, Fig. 9 b,

he longest shear strain length is reduced to 

 = a 0 − 2 r (10) 

For a given cluster volume fraction, Eq. (9) was used to cal-

ulate the cluster radius r and thus the length L from Eq. (10) .

urthermore, based on Fig. 2 b, the cluster volume fraction is a

unction of global composition. For homogeneous Cu segregation,

he shear-band length increases as the GB atom volume fraction

ncreases due to solute segregation. By contrast, the shear-band

ength in Ag-Ni alloys is shortened by the Ni-rich clusters and thus

 decreases with increasing solute segregation. However, theoreti-

al predictions from Eq. (8) should remain valid if the shear-band

ength L is estimated appropriately. 

The normalized flow stress estimated theoretically is plotted in

ig. 9 c as a function of the global Ni composition. The continuous

ncrease of flow stress with no saturation with heterogeneous Ni

egregation agrees well with the simulated MD trend obtained in

ig. 3 c. Therefore, our model for shear-band strengthening by so-

ute clustering qualitatively captures the solute-concentration de-

endence of flow stresses in nanocrystalline alloys with either ho-

ogeneous or heterogeneous segregation. 

.4. Implications of heterogeneous segregation 

In their past work [14] , Lu and coworkers studied the effects of

o segregation on Hall-Petch strengthening and softening behav-

ors in nanocrystalline Ni-Mo alloys, finding that softening at fine
rain sizes can eventually be reversed back to strengthening with

ncreasing Mo concentration. The segregation pattern of Mo in the

nnealed nanocrystalline Ni-Mo alloys suggested strong heteroge-

eous Mo segregation to interfaces, albeit not explicitly stated as

uch by these authors. Despite the lack of direct experimental ev-

dence, however, it is possible for us to assume that the heteroge-

eous segregation in the nanocrystalline Ni-Mo study could have

layed an active role on the continuous increase in plastic flow

tresses with increasing Mo composition at extremely fine grain

izes, similarly to the present results in Ni-segregated nanocrys-

alline Ag. 

The finding that heterogeneous segregation suppresses strain

ocalization provides a new route to design tough materials

hrough GB segregation engineering by not only increasing the

trength as demonstrated above, but also by increasing the ductil-

ty. It is well known that strain localization leads to necking/shear

anding, and eventually catastrophic failure in nanocrystalline ma-

erials, rendering nanocrystalline materials notoriously brittle de-

pite the high strength [3] . The phenomenon presented here could

e exploited in other alloys to improve the ductility of nanocrys-

alline materials, if the material system shows heterogeneous seg-

egation behavior, while at the same time stabilizing the grain size.

. Conclusion 

The present computational and theoretical study has unveiled

undamental differences in GB-induced strengthening between ho-

ogeneous Cu segregation and heterogeneous Ni segregation in

anostructured Ag metals. It was shown that homogeneous and

eterogeneous segregations both increase strength with different

ependence on solute composition. Homogeneous Cu segregation

ncreases the GB atom fraction forming a continuous strain path

or shear localization, which leads to GB-induced softening and

lastic flow stress saturation. In heterogeneous Ni segregation,

owever, the significant fraction of Ni-rich clusters with increas-

ng Ni composition act as a reinforcing phase stopping strain local-

zation at high strains. Generally, GB segregation engineering con-

titutes an important scientific breakthrough in the production of

trong and stable nanocrystalline alloys [48–50] . The merit of het-

rogeneous segregation discovered here is to provide a unique so-

ution for creating failure-resistant materials by segregation engi-

eering. Heterogeneous segregation has been identified in several

lloys such as Ag-Ni [22] , Cu-Ta [19] , Cu-Nb [42] , Pt-Au [20] , and

i-Mo [14] . Therefore, these alloys offer promising opportunities to

esign stronger and tougher nanomaterials by this mechanism. In

ddition, heterogeneous segregation could potentially improve the

ensile ductility of nanocrystalline materials that commonly exhibit

apid failure due to early necking or glass-like shear banding. 
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